April 20, 2013 / New York City

This Saturday:

The return of
The Chapel at Union Square
123 East 15th Street, NYC
Saturday, April 20, 2013 / 10 AM
Imagine a place where a minister or rabbi doesn't do all the talking.

We call it "Conversations."

Dear Wendy,

_We are started last Saturday and we are doing it again this Saturday, April 20. Be there for "Conversations"!_

On Saturday, April 13, 2013, we were excited to re-launch The Chapel at Union Square, in an intimate space located at The Seafarers International House, 123 East 15th Street, NYC.

Last Saturday morning 15 people joined our small group, and a few New Yorkers, met with us for the first time. We had a terrific conversation, on Biblical issues of the day, and many shared their personal journey.

_This Saturday, April 20, 2013, at 10:00 a.m - 11:30 a.m. we are all excited to do it again, and hope you will come out and join in the inspiring start of this new small group._

Imagine a place where a minister or a rabbi doesn't do all the talking. A place where we can come together for thoughtful discussion on issues that face each one of us. In this intimate space, where you are encouraged to come as you are, share some music, study the Word together, and to share life experiences, all the joys and pain that comes along with it.

Our gatherings are called "Conversations" and our seminars are referred to as "A Conversation With The Word."

Here is a place where we can meet with God by studying the Word of the Creator together, in a spirit of love and openness that is inviting, and the care and thoughts of each individual is important. On the East side of Manhattan, in the Union Square area, we have found a place to rent, that is quiet and peaceful. A place where we can come and pray for and with each other.

Many people have missed the intimate gatherings we used to have at this location, where interesting people can meet and share in the fellowship that was a daily occurrence in the homes and meeting places of first-century Christians. It has been proven, that people can grow only as they relate to others in relationships with a caring community. We invite you to join us. Share your thoughts, dreams, and spiritual needs, as we open the Word and share together.

After a long week in New York City, this relaxing time together can refocus each of us on the more important things in life. If you have a gift for music, please feel free to bring your
instrument and share your gift with us. If you are a poet, bring your poetry with you and read it to the group. If you need prayer for yourself or a loved one, please join us, and we will pray for and with you.

Here we share our burdens and our joys, and the verses of scripture that keep us strong. I invite you to join us as we begin **The Chapel at Union Square, on Saturday, April 20, 2013 at 10:00 a.m. - 11:45 a.m.** The new venue has been under construction for about a year now, and it is almost finished. Soon we will be able to share simple meal together as we once did.

People of all faith traditions are invited to attend. If you have not attended a church, or synagogue or other house of worship in a very long time, perhaps this simple and intimate venue is what you have been looking for.

Reduced rate parking can be found on East 18th Street, as you head East on 18th Street, in an indoor garage located on the South Side of of the street, between Irving Place and Third Ave.

I look forward to meeting with you and learning from you.

May God richly bless you with peace and joy in your life.

Best regards,
Tony Romeo, Coordinator / REACH-NYC
romeo.anthonyj@gmail.com

---

**Donations to REACH-NYC help us in our efforts to reach out to the people of New York City. REACH-NYC is recognized by the IRS as a tax-exempt corporation, and all contributions are fully tax-deductible.**

**Contributions can also be made by check payable to:**
"REACH-NYC"

**and mailed to:**
REACH-NYC, P.O. Box 651, North Salem, NY 10560

**Thank you for helping the REACH-NYC ministry!**

*A receipt will be sent recognizing all contributions for tax purposes.*
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